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PenyuBuzz is a simple application designed to generate an ultrasonic sound with the purpose to repel insects and mosquitos. Simple interface Being a very simple application, the graphic user interface of PenyuBuzz is also primal and with few options for the user. The layout consists from the window with the main Start button and a menu with a few settings
that can be hidden when it is not needed. Various intensity tones PenyuBuzz comes with more than one insect-repellant sounds. There is a low tone sound, a medium and a high tone one. Also, you can play a random song. Although, by being ultrasonic tones, you will not be able to hear any of them, but hopefully, the insects will. You can choose for how long

the insect-repellant sounds should be played for, and when you decide, all you have to do is to press the Start button. Theoretical functionality Although many scientists have came out with theoretical studies about the ability to repel insects and mosquitos with only sound, there is no scientific evidence that PenyuBuzz would work. Since the alternative consists
in the use of chemicals, there is no danger in trying out this harmless piece of software. What PenyuBuzz actually does is to generate ultrasonic sounds between the range of 16 to 20 KHz, sounds inaudible by humans, but possibly very annoying to mosquitos and insects. PenyuBuzz seems to be a virtual solution for either using a real ultrasonic generator

device or for using chemical insect repellants, which can not be good for humans' health either. Conclusion Being a very low resource impact application, PenyuBuzz might be a very useful piece of software designed to generate ultrasonic sounds in order to repel insects and mosquitos. The program is a peaceful and green alternative to dangerous chemicals.
PenyuBuzz is a simple application designed to generate an ultrasonic sound with the purpose to repel insects and mosquitos. Simple interface Being a very simple application, the graphic user interface of PenyuBuzz is also primal and with few options for the user. The layout consists from the window with the main Start button and a menu with a few settings

that can be hidden when it is not needed. Various intensity tones PenyuBuzz
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PenguinTalk is a web based platform designed to help young adults with problems in school or in the workplace. PenguinTalk is a unique approach designed to create a platform in a classroom where teachers can interact and communicate with the young people directly, one to one. It is a game based concept. Students are awarded points for the contributions
that they make to the community. The level of points can be used to determine the rewards that a student earns, for example a voucher for his studies. ( PenguinTalk has been designed to work with the cloud of the new wave of technology, called cloud computing. In the cloud computing approach, the main concept is that the software components that are
distributed among the computers that make up the Internet. About the application: PenguinTalk is a smart platform to help young adults to find the road to the path of their future. It is designed to connect students with teachers in a genuine and direct dialogue. The main attraction of the application is that the teacher can interact with the community of young
people by choosing a topic and create a thread based on that topic. PenguinTalk can be used to explore the interests of the young people and it is extremely flexible to adjust to the needs and interests of the community. The community, created in all the classrooms, is based on the usual communication mechanisms used in schools. Any learner can invite his
classmates to take part in a conversation or start a new one. Besides the teacher can add a new thread if she wishes to, but also all the learners can contribute to a conversation. Every time a new thread is created, the sender will be notified of the message which will appear on his personal homepage. So the teacher will have a chance to monitor the
conversation. He will also be notified whenever a new message is created by any of the members in the community. Every learner can interact only with the teachers who are his course instructors, but he will have the possibility to interact with all the others, by chat, private message and group conversations. PenguinTalk is a software program released under
GNU GPL License v2. In addition, the source code is available free of charge and can be used by anyone. In summary, we can say that PenguinTalk is a platform that: allows the community to be created and the exchange of ideas, represents an excellent tool for teachers to keep control of the class during lessons and class preparation activities, can be

What's New in the PenyuBuzz?

This software application can be used to generate at the user will a pleasant sounds repelling mosquitoes and other insects. The program is a very simple and friendly interface. Once it is installed, after launch a user interface window appears with options including the following. Silent mode. With this option, the program stops the insect sounds and allows the
user to be used. Start: With this setting, the program immediately plays the required sound in order to repel insects. If the user does not activate this option, the sound does not play until activated manually. Volume: The volume of the sound emitted can be altered. The default is 25, where 25 in decibels means a 100% volume. Intensity: The intensity can be
increased or decreased from 0 to 100. With this setting, the computer play a tone with a default of 80 decibels. Random mode: In this setting, the program plays a random sound. Features of PenyuBuzz: Silent mode: This option will stop the insect sound, when you are using the software. Start: with this option, the software immediately plays the required
sound. Volume: With this setting, you can alter the volume of the sound. Intensity: With this setting, you can alter the intensity of the sound emitted. Random mode: In this setting, the program plays a random sound. PenyuBuzz installation and operation: PenyuBuzz is a small application program designed to generate sounds able to repel insects and
mosquitos. The program is an open-source software, so the user can download it from its official site. In order to activate it, you only need to double click in the PenyuBuzz icon. After that, a prompt window appears, indicating the action to be performed. After that, you need to choose between Silent and Start modes. A menu list appears in which you can
choose a program or a song. For what concern the intensity of the sound, you can choose between 0, 50 and 100 percent. When you choose the option for a song, the program automatically starts to play the required song. If you select Start, the program starts to emit the sound that you have just selected. PenyuBuzz performance: PenyuBuzz function as a
sound generator able to repel insects and mosquitoes. The program works without problems, and you can use it to prevent against mosquito bites and the spread of insect-borne diseases. The
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System Requirements For PenyuBuzz:

The game will run on the following hardware and settings: 1 CPU (Multi-core, Xeon) 1GB RAM (with swap space) 2GB graphics memory 24GB free hard drive space DirectX 9.0c- compatible graphics card (preferably Nvidia GeForce 400 series or ATI Radeon 48xx series graphics card) A keyboard (for game movement and text inputs) Installer: For a complete
installation guide, head over to the wiki. Download: The installer can be downloaded
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